Successful response to docetaxel treatment in recurrent ovarian granulosa cell tumor: a case report.
Ovarian granulosa cell tumor (GCT) is primarily treated surgically. Treatment for advanced or recurrent disease includes primary or adjuvant chemotherapy. Data about the efficacy of treatment with paclitaxel are limited, without data about the role of docetaxel in treating recurrent GCT. A 68-year-old patient with Stage IA ovarian GCT diagnosed ten years earlier, presented with a third episode of recurrent disease. Following the first event of recurrent disease, she underwent a second laparotomy followed by BEP chemotherapy. Because of new liver masses, she was treated with paclitaxel, with complete response. Following diagnosis of new liver lesions, third-line chemotherapy with docetaxel was initiated, resulting in stable disease and a PFI of 24 months. Docetaxel might be a good alternative for treating recurrent GCT.